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In the Name of the Sublime Essence

Is there the Secret of Uniqueness

So, invoke it in sincererity 

And repeat saying: Allah; Allah; Allah

Visualise the Holy Great Name of Allah

Have its written form in your mind fixed

And disclaim all you know so that

The great opening comes to you from Allah

Invoke the Name by the day and the night

Untill you are absent from the invokation

Verily, all truths and secrets 

Are not comprehended but by the Name Allah

The presence of the Unseen as well as the Seen

The Treasure of secrets and covenants

Power and authority over the world

Are all given to the poeple who invoke the Name Allah

The key to the Door of annihilation

Yet, in it is there the very lastingness

The source of all names

As the Essence is known by the Name Allah



This Name burns all desires and temptations 

And removes all deffects and ailments 

So, make your breaths sighs 

In of your chest in haling with the Name Allah

Sixty six doors have to be knowcked

Before the Great Opening is given 

No one will go beyond them except those who repent

And are absent in the Presence of Allah

The ocean of all Essential Atributes

The Origin of the Eternal Actions

In it is there the secrets of With-iness

So be with Allah

Be out of your limits but in secret

And keep this away from all people

Because the salve is now free

from everything other than Allah

Why roads have become long for you

And they lead you to distruction

While the Lord of all kingdomes

Said, "Run only to Allah 

Do not turn around in your journey

Carry the aspirations of kings

As the contact just at sunrise

Will bring you Light from Allah



Anyone who blames us for Him

Will be trialed tomorrow by the same

While our life has become prosperous 

By the secret of Annihilation in Allah

By Him did we outdo the people of this time

And our name reached every country

The banner have come in our support

From everywhere with the armies of Allah

We allowed others to get access only

To leftover of what we were given

Then, as soon as we started swimming

We came before all of them by permission from Allah

We are the people of insights

When speak we signal and hint

So, take the glad tidings from us

As we are speaking by the Name of Allah

The secrets overwhelmed us

The lights have descended on us

The rivers are flowing towards us

with knowledge sprining from the Name Allah

If you want to travel our way

After you have discovered our smell

Accompany us in this journey; may Allah guide you

So you reach your distination



I have not said this but through inspiration I received

While bowing my head

And covering my face with my overcoat

Being ashamed of myself in front of the servants of Allah

Our overflows have reached all syria

The permission of coming forth is given

I was told, O servant Rise

You are the guide to the people who want Allah

Afraid be not, as the Elect is

At the gate of arrival waiting

He is the best light of walk by

For anyone who wants to traverse the way to Allah

Two lineages do I have to Him indeed:

He gave me both: the bodily and the spiritual

I am in affection with him in both states secret and public

I have hopes he intercedes for me before Allah

Upon him be the prayers of the One and Unique

With countless Salutations 

As long as the journyer for ever

Would beseech him to intercede before Allah


